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Precursor of color superconductivity in hot quark matter
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We investigate the possible precursory phenomena of color superconductivity in quark matter at finite
temperatureT with use of a low-energy effective theory of QCD. It is found that the fluctuating pair field exists
with a prominent strength even well above the critical temperatureTc . We show that the collective pair field
has a complex energy located in the second Riemann sheet, which approaches the origin asT is lowered toTc .
We discuss the possible relevance of the precursor to the observables to be detected in heavy ion collisions.
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It is an intriguing subject to explore how the QCD
vacuum changes in hot and dense hadronic matter@1,2#. The
recent lattice QCD simulations@3# show that the QCD
vacuum undergoes a phase transition to a chirally restored
and deconfined phase at low temperature~T! as T
;170 MeV. Although it is still a great challenge to perform
a Monte Carlo simulation with a finite chemical potentialm
on lattice QCD with an SU~3! color group, we believe that a
chirally restored and deconfined system is realized in dense
hadronic matter with largem.

It is to be noticed that a system with a finitem at low T
can have a Fermi surface and the system may be described as
a Fermi liquid composed of quarks. In accordance with the
validity of the diquark-quark picture of baryons@4#, the
quark-quark interaction is attractive in some specific chan-
nels. Then the existence of the Fermi surface gives rise to a
Cooper instability with respect to the formation of the di-
quark or Cooper pair in the most attractive channel, and the
system is rearranged to a superconducting phase where the
color-gauge symmetry is dynamically broken@5#. Such color
superconductivity~CSC! has recently acquired renewed in-
terest, because the resulting gapD was shown to be as large
as 100 MeV@6,7#. Furthermore, the color and flavor degrees
of freedom of quarks give a fantastically rich structure in
dense quark matter with CSC@8#: Such quark matter may be
realized in the deep interior of neutron stars~NS!, and char-
acteristic phenomena observed for NS such as the glitch phe-
nomena might be attributed to the existence of the CSC in
the NS.

Can CSC be relevant to experiments in the laboratory on
Earth? The experiment using the available facilities, such as
the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider~RHIC! using high
energy heavy ion collisions seems unfortunately unfit for the
problem, because the matter produced by RHIC is almost
baryon-free with much higher temperatures than the critical
temperatureTc;50–60 MeV of CSC. The purpose of the
present paper is to explore possible precursory phenomena of
CSC atT.Tc , i.e., in the Wigner phase and show that the
fluctuation of the pair field is significant atT well aboveTc ,

which thereby might affect observables to be detected by the
heavy ion collisions with large baryon stopping@9#.

Since we are interested in relatively the lowT andr re-
gion, we adopt a low-energy effective theory of QCD as was
done in@6,10# where an instanton-induced interaction is em-
ployed. We remark here that a simplified version of the
instanton-induced interaction in the two-flavor case takes the
form of the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio~NJL! model @12#, which
can be also derived by a Fierz transformation of the one-
gluon exchange interaction with a heavy-gluon approxima-
tion; see@1,4,13,14#. Indeed it was shown later@11# that the
physical content given in@10# can be nicely reproduced by
the simple NJL model. Therefore, we simply take the follow-
ing NJL model as an effective theory:

L5c̄ i ]”c1GS@~ c̄c!21~ c̄ ig5tWc!2#1GC~ c̄ ig5t2l2cC!

3~ c̄Cig5t2l2c!, ~1!

wherecC[Cc̄T, with C5 ig2g0 being the charge conjuga-
tion operator. Here we have confined ourselves in the two-
flavor case in the chiral limit;t2 and l2 are the second
components of the Pauli and Gell-Mann matrices represent-
ing the flavor SU~2! and color SU~3!, respectively. The sca-
lar coupling constantGS and the three-dimensional momen-
tum cutoff L are determined so that the pion decay con-
stant f p593 MeV and the chiral condensatêc̄c&
5(2250 MeV)3 are reproduced in the chiral limit@13#;
GS55.01 GeV22 and L5650 MeV. As for the diquark
coupling constantGC , we shall fixGC at 3.11 GeV22 @11#
in this paper. We have checked that the qualitative features of
the results do not change forGC varied in the range used in
the literature@8,11#.

The phase diagram determined in the mean-field approxi-
mation with Eq. ~1! is shown in Fig. 1: The dashed line
denotes the critical line for a second order phase transition
and the solid line denotes the first order phase transition. The
critical temperature of the chiral transition atm50 is T
5185 MeV, while the critical chemical potential of chiral-
CSC transition atT50 is m5316 MeV. The tricritical point
where the order of the chiral transition changes from second
to first order is located at about (T,m)5(70,280) MeV.
This phase diagram essentially coincides with those given in
@10,11#.

*Present address: RIKEN BNL Research Center, Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973.
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Given the phase diagram for the equilibrium state, we
now proceed to examine fluctuations of the color Cooper
pairs in the normal phase atT.Tc . We shall obtain possible
collective states and their strength functions in the linear re-
sponse theory. We suppose that the following external pair
field is applied to the system:Dex* (x)5Dex* eik•xe2 ivnt,
which is tantamount to adding the external Hamiltonian
Hex5*dxDex* (x)(c̄Cig5t2l2c)1h.c.. Then a color Cooper-
pair field is dynamically induced, as given byD ind* (x,t)

522GC^c̄(x,t)t2l2ig5cC(x,t)&, where the angular
brackets denote a statistical average. Using the anomalous
Green function defined by F†(x,t;x8,t8)
52^Tt$c

C(x,t)c̄(x8,t8)%&, the induced pair field is ex-

pressed as

D ind* ~x,t!522GCTr t2l2ig5F†~x,t;x,t1!, ~2!

where Tr denotes the trace taken over the color, flavor, and
spinor indices.F†(x,t;x8,t8) satisfies the following differ-
ential equation:

F2g0
]

]t
2K02mg0GF†~x,t;x8,t8!

5D tot* ~x,t!t2l2ig5G~x,t;x8,t8!, ~3!

where K052 igW •¹W 1M and M522GS^c̄(x,t)c(x,t)&
is the dynamical mass. Here,D tot* (x,t)5Dex* (x,t)
1D ind* (x,t) is the total pair field to induce the pair
field: Notice the self-consistent nature of the
problem.G(x,t;x8,t8) is the usual nonanomalous Matsub-
ara Green function. To see a linear response of the
system, one may replaceG(x,t;x8,t8) in Eq. ~3!
with a free Matsubara Green functionG(0)(x,t;x8,t8); thus
we have F†(x,t;x8,t1)5(2g0(]/]t)2K02mg0)21

3D tot* (x,t)t2l2ig5G(0)(x,t;x,t1). Inserting this expres-
sion into Eq.~2! and performing the Fourier transformation,
we have

D ind* ~k,vn![2GCD tot* ~k,vn!Q~k,vn!, ~4!

where

Q~k,vn!522 Nf~Nc21!E dk8

~2 p!3

1

Ek8Ek2k8
F2$ f 2~Ek8!@12 f 1~Ek2k8!#2 f 1~Ek2k8!

3@12 f 2~Ek8!#%
2Ek8Ek2k82k8•~k2k8!1M2

2 ivn22 m2Ek2k81Ek8

2@12 f 2~Ek8!2 f 2~Ek2k8!#
2Ek8Ek2k81k8•~k2k8!2M2

2 ivn22 m1Ek2k81Ek8

1@12 f 1~Ek8!2 f 1~Ek2k8!#
2Ek8Ek2k81k8•~k2k8!2M2

2 ivn22 m2Ek2k82Ek8
G . ~5!

Here,Ek5Ak21M2 and f 6(E)5$exp@b(E6m)#11%21 with
b5T21. The first term in the brace on the right-hand side
~rhs! of Eq. ~5! is originated from the processD tot* 1q→q̄

and its inverse processq̄→D tot* 1q. The second and third
terms can be interpreted similarly in terms of kinetic pro-
cesses. InsertingD tot* (k,vn)5Dex* (k,vn)1D ind* (k,vn) into
Eq. ~4!, we obtain the induced pair field in the linear re-
sponse to the external field in the imaginary time as

D ind* ~k,vn!5
2GCQ~k,vn!

11GCQ~k,vn!
Dex* [D~k,ivn!Dex* . ~6!

This is a central result in the present work, on which the rest
of the discussion is based. The proportionality constant in
Eq. ~6! converted in the real-time domain is called the re-
sponse function, or retarded Green’s functionDR(k,v),
which is obtained by the analytic continuation ofD(k,v) to
the upper half of the complex energy plane asDR(k,v)
5D(k,v1 ih).

SettingM50, let us examine precursory collective modes
above the CSC phase when approaching the critical point as
shown by the arrow in Fig. 1. Then we notice the following
equality holds:

11GCQ~0,0!uT5Tc
50, ~7!

FIG. 1. The calculated phase diagram in aT-m plane in our
model. The solid and dashed lines denote the critical line of a first
and second order phase transition, respectively.
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owing to the self-consistency condition for the diquark con-
densate atT5Tc . This equality is the origin to lead to the
various precritical phenomena for CSC, as we will see
shortly. Here it should be stressed that although the following
discussion seemingly relies heavily on the fact that phase
transition is second order, the nature of the collective mode
to be discussed below will not be altered even when the
phase transition is weak first order.

The spectral function which is the measure of the excita-
tion strength of the fluctuating pair field is given by

r~k,v!52
1

p
ImDR~k,v!. ~8!

The temperature dependence of the spectral function atm
5400 MeV and zero momentum transfer (k50) is given in
Fig. 2~a!. One can see that a prominent peak moving toward
the origin grows as the temperature is lowered towardTc , as
indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1. From the experimental point
of view, it is interesting that the peak survives atT even well
aboveTc with e[(T2Tc)/Tc;0.2. This means that the pre-
critical region of CSC is one to two orders larger in the unit
of Tc than that in electric superconductors. Of course, this is
related to the difference of the ratiovD /EF and L/EF ,
wherevD is the Debye frequency andEF is the Fermi en-
ergy; the NJL model is similar to the attractive Hubbard
model than to the BCS model@16#. The result for m
5500 MeV is shown in Fig. 2~b!; one sees that although the
growth of the peak becomes relatively moderate, the quali-
tative features do not change.

The existence of the peak with the narrow width suggests
the existence of a well-defined collective mode as an elemen-
tary excitation in the Wigner phase. The existence and the
dispersion relationv5v(k) of a collective excitation in
an isotropic system is examined by searching possible
poles of the response function, i.e., solving the equation
11GCQ(k,v)50. HereQ(k,v) is the analytic continuation
of Q(k,vn) to the upper half plane. The existence of a pole
v5v(k) for given k means that the pair fieldD ind„k,v(k)…
can be created even with an infinitesimal external fieldDex*
as seen from Eq.~6!, which physically means that the system
admits spontaneous excitation of a collective mode with the
dispersion relationv5v(k). Since the energy of the collec-
tive mode is found to be the lowest atk50, let us obtain

v(0)[z. One should notice that the gap equation~7! implies
that z50 is a solution atT5Tc , i.e., there exists a zero
mode at the critical point. The singular behavior seen in the
spectral function near the critical point in Fig. 2 is caused by
the presence of the zero mode. Conversely, one may take the
emergence of the zero mode as the critical condition for the
color superconductivity. This condition is actually long
known in the condensed matter physics and called the Thou-
less criterion@15#.

Notice that the pole should be located in the lower half
plane otherwise the system is unstable for the creation of the
collective mode. Because of a cut along the realz axis, the
analytic continuation ofQ(0,z) to the lower half plane leads
to the second Riemann sheet,

Q~0,z!5
2Nf~Nc21!

p2
F PE

2L

L

k2dk

tanh
~k2m!

2T

z22~k2m!

2
1

2
2 p i S m1

z

2D 2

tanh
z

4T
G , ~9!

where P denotes the principal value and the term in the sec-
ond line is the additional term forz to be in the second sheet.

A numerical calculation shows that there indeed exists a
pole in the lower half plane forT.Tc . Figure 3 shows how
the pole moves asT is lowered towardTc for m5400 and
500 MeV. One sees that the pole approaches the origin asT
is lowered towardTc . Such a mode whose energy tends to
vanish as the system approaches the critical point of a phase
transition is called a soft mode@1#. Thus we have found the
pole for the soft mode for CSC in hot quark matter. As far as
we know, this is the first time when identification has been
done of the softening pole in the complex energy plane for
superconductivity, including condensed matter physics@15#.
The significance of the existence of such a soft mode atk
50 lies in the fact that it causes long-range correlations for
the color Cooper pairs in the Wigner phase, which leads to a
singular behavior of various observables such as the trans-
port coefficients, as will be discussed later. We remark that

FIG. 2. The spectral function for the pair field atT.Tc with e
[(T2Tc)/Tc50.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 atm5400 MeV ~a! andm
5500 MeV ~b!. FIG. 3. The pole of the precursory soft mode form

5400 MeV and 500 MeV. The numbers attached to dots denote
e5(T2Tc)/Tc .
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such a soft mode in hot and dense quark matter was first
discussed in@17# in relation to the chiral transition.

Another characteristic feature of the soft mode is that the
absolute value of the imaginary partv i of the pole is larger
than that of the real partv r for both m. This feature may
have an important implication for an effective equation de-
scribing the dynamical phase transition for CSC: The dy-
namical behavior of the order parameter nearTc is well de-
scribed by a nonlinear diffusion equation which is known as
the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau~TDGL! equation@18#.
We, however, remark that by settingk50, the so-called Lan-
dau damping due to the particle-hole excitation is not incor-
porated in the present calculation. Figure 3 shows that the
ratio v i /v r becomes larger for the largerm. This is plausible
because the larger the Fermi energy, the larger the density of
states near the Fermi surface, which implies that the volume
of the phase space for the decay of the pair field increases
with m at low T.

It is interesting that the so-called pseudogap in the density
of states observed in high-Tc superconductors~HTSC! as a
characteristic precursory phenomenon@19# might be attrib-
uted to fluctuations of the Cooper pairs@20#. Thus the
present results strongly suggest such a pseudogap phase ex-
ists also for CSC in a rather broad region ofT aboveTc . To
establish the pseudogap phase, one must calculate the density
of states from the single particle Green’s function@16,20#,
which we hope to report on in a future publication. Experi-
mentally, a measurement of the single-particle quark propa-
gator is useful for obtaining the information on the density of
states for the single quark states, as was done for HTSC by a
kind of quasielastic scattering by photons, called the angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES! @19#.

The fluctuation of the pair field in metals aboveTc affects
several transport coefficients like the electric conductivity
~EC!, the phonon absorption coefficient, and the specific heat
@21#. An anomalous excess of the electric conductivityTc is

known as paraconductivity~PC! @21#. The direct analogy
thus leads to an expectation of the enhancement of color
conductivity aboveTc in our case, which we call color para-
conductivity ~CPC!: In fact, the PC for the metal supercon-
ductivity comes from the fact that the effective dynamics is
given by the TDGL equation giving rise to a zero mode at
momentumk50 at T5Tc @21#, which is just the behavior
extracted from the behavior of our soft mode as shown in
Fig. 3.

More interesting is that the electric current can also have
an anomalous enhancement in the Wigner phase due to the
color pair-field fluctuations: This is because the propagator
of photons~and also gluons! at T.Tc is modified by the
fluctuating pair field as in the usual superconductors@21#.
This implies that photons and hence dileptons from the sys-
tem can carry some information of the fluctuation of the
color pair field.

In short, we have explored precursory phenomena for the
color superconductivity~CSC! in quark matter atT5” 0; the
fluctuating pair field exists with a prominent strength even
well aboveTc . We have also discussed the possible observ-
ability of CSC through the fluctuations by heavy ion colli-
sions with large baryon stopping using an analogy with the
precritical phenomena known in the metal and the high-Tc
superconductors.
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ment and useful comments on the relevance of the
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our case. We are indebted to M. Asakawa for indicating a
misleading statement present in the original manuscript. T.
Kunihiro was partially supported by the Grants-in-Aid of the
Japanese Ministry of Education, Science and Culture~Nos.
12640263 and 12640296!.
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